
Frequently Asked Questions

:: Who will pay travelling and overnight accommodation expenses?

Travelling is not charged within a 30-mile radius of OX49 5TA. Additional

mileage is charged at 45p per mile. Should I need overnight accommodation

then I would ask for the expenses to be reimbursed.

:: Who will take our photographs?

Mark will be your photographer. I only photograph one wedding a day.

:: How long do you stay on the day?

My minimum coverage is up to 4 hours starting an hour or so before the

service. However you can book me for morning and evening coverage if you

wish at an additional fee.

:: What do you do about eating on the day?

I (and an assistant where required) will require hot food and refreshments if

staying during the wedding meal. This is generally taken in a room near to

the wedding party.

:: What cameras do you use?

I use professional digital Canon cameras as they allow me to be more

creative throughout the day, shooting continuously without being constrained

to a film budget. They are very responsive and ideal for capturing even the

fastest pageboy. Also the cameras are near silent, perfect for the quietest of

moments during the ceremony.

The lenses that I use allow me to shoot from a variety of positions offering

you original and dynamic images that are my signature.

:: Can you make me look younger?

I believe that images should have the minimum amount of retouching done

to them so that images will remain as true a record as possible. However,

every image is assessed for colour and tone and cleaned up if necessary.

Any prominent blemishes on the bridal party can be removed if necessary.

This service is complimentary.



:: Do you take formal group shots?

Many of my couples book me for my low key approach. Guests can enjoy the

day for what it is and not worry about formal photography.

However, some couples do require some formal group shots to be taken and

I am more than happy to accommodate their requests.

In order to keep the disruption of the day to a minimum I recommend

keeping the group shots to no more than six.

:: What group shots do you recommend?

My recommended group shots would be:

Bride and Groom with Bride's Family

Bride and Groom with Groom's Family

Bride and Groom with Bridal Party

Bride with the Hen Party

Groom with the Stag Party

Shot of Everyone!
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